ABSTRACT


Speaking is importantly needed for the students to allow them to communicate with others, especially for English Education students’. VOA news videos is one type of media that utilizes authentic material as a media for learning English, especially in speaking. This research aims to analyze the use of VOA news videos in speaking lesson. This research was to find out whether using VOA news videos could trigger students’ to learn speaking effectively. This research used qualitative method, the instrument used in this research was tests (before watching VOA news videos and after watching VOA news videos) and interview. Then, To analyze the data the researcher used the theory from Ary et al. The participants of this research was 6 students of eight semester majoring English Education Department State Islamic University Sultan Maulana Hasanuddin Banten. The test result of this research showed that the speaking skill of each students’ after watching VOA news videos was higher than before watching VOA news, they were showed improvement in terms of all aspect speaking skill, such as: pronunciation, fluency, comprehension, vocabulary and grammar. In addition, the result of the interview showed that all of the students’ agree learning speaking through VOA news videos is effective. Based on the result above, it can be conclude that Using VOA news videos could trigger students’ speaking skill.
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